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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important abilities to develop in young students is their vocabulary. Having an ample vocabulary is 

highly beneficial for a student. For example, increasing one’s vocabulary improves reading comprehension and writing skills. The 

quotes from an expert say it clearly: ―Effective vocabulary instruction across grade levels and content areas is key in increasing 

student learning and achievement.‖ 

Since of the need of legitimate lexicon, numerous understudies favor to pay somebody to type in their papers. Usually fine. A 

proficient composing benefit such as CustomWritings.com can be a extraordinary offer assistance to understudies when their 

workload is excessive. But it is additionally great to extend their lexicon so they can too compose a paper by themselves. 

The target learners are 10
th

 grade pupils who study at school. The aim of these specific learners is to learn English vocabulary by 

using innovative technology. 

There are demonstrated instructing methods to assist understudies increment their lexicon. Much scholastic inquire about 

has been done to incorporate cutting edge innovation into distinctive lexicon instructing strategies. The Web and mixed media  

innovations have the potential to be awesome partners for this purpose. Different computerized instruments can be utilized by 

instructors to cultivate the intrigued of understudies in learning modern words. Advanced innovation has advanced at immense 

steps within the final three decades. Subsequently, instructive strategies must too advantage from these progresses.  

 METHODS OF NEEDS ANALYSIS 

  One of the methods of students’ activation in the foreign language teaching process is project technology when the pupil 

plans, creates, protects his projects themselves, i.e. pupils are involved in the process of communicative activity. Tutorial project is 

a complex of search, investigative, calculated, graphical and other types of work which are realized by pupils themselves with the 

view of practical and theoretical decision of significant problem. 

Thus innovative technologies which were examined significantly enrich foreign languages teaching and make it diverse. Replacing 

monotonous work new intellectual creative searching form comes where a new type of personality appears. This person is active 

and purposeful and is oriented to permanent self-education and development. 

nstruments that appear the relationship between distinctive words in a content. These incorporate programs  like Wordseft, which is 

a web application. This program permits making word clouds from a content that can be controlled. Another comparative 

apparatus is Wordsift, too accessible online. These two devices are free; Tools that create digital lexicon field  trips. The foremost 

common program for this instructing approach is TrackStar. This program is available free on the Internet. With this computer  

program you'll collect distinctive websites to make a lexicon field trip; Tools that permit playing lexicon recreations. There are a 

few recreations of this sort accessible without charge online. These recreations can incorporate crossword confuses and numerous 

other bright and engaging ways to have fun and learn. 

Foreign languages are getting more important due to the processes of globalization under conditions of modern society. Nowadays 

foreign language knowledge is an essential condition for any specialists’ high qualification. Foreign language learning allows 

people to broaden their communicative skills, the range of the vision, to raise culture level and etc. English language is a leader 

among the other languages owing to creation of universal economical, informational and cultural space.  

Due to the necessity of learning foreign languages’ vocabulary several questions arise: how to teach, what methods to use, how to 

organize learning process more effectively. For answering these questions it is necessary to research accurately the process of the 

language acquisition, identify the peculiarities, social and biological factors which influence this process and also identify 
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similarities and differences during learning native and foreign languages, compare learning in natural conditions and intentional 

learning.  

III. RESULTS 

 
All these things are the subject of the research for many years and it can identify the following conditions for successful 

language acquisition. They are: 

• Motivation for learning; 

• Language abilities, intercultural, social and cultural competency, background knowledge;  

• Linguistic environment which gives the opportunity to get and use the knowledge. 

It is very important to create positive atmosphere on the lessons. The conditions have to incline to communicate. One of the 

conditions is linguistic environment which gives the opportunity to speak and use knowledge in practice. Permanent contact with 

linguistic environment is very important. This is the motivation for learning. If there is no opportunity to learn language in the 

country of studied language it is necessary to use the experience of using electronic and multimedia resources. New technologies 

open the great opportunities, give good technical support and optimize learning process. 

According to pupil-centred teaching technology in the centre of teaching is a pupil himself, his motives, goals and 

unrepeatable psychological warehouse. The teacher determines teaching aim of the lesson, organize, d irect and correct teachin g 

process on the assumption of pupil’s interests, the level of his knowledge and skills in the cont ext of this approach. 

Pupils are exceptionally affectionate of innovation. Most of them utilize s martphones.  Subsequently, coordination these 

devices into the classroom will make the lessons more curiously to them. In addition, advanced innovation can eas e the reviewing  

and evaluation processes. For occurrence, a educator can donate assignments online through the utilize of a p rogram. The 

understudies do their homework and yield it online. At that point, the program grades it. This way, both the instructor  and 

understudies have less things to do.  

 
IV. DISCUSSION 

 
Another crit ical perspective in which computerized innovation can significantly o ffer assistance is making lexicon words 

important. Most understudies have challenges to distinguish homophones. You 'll be able use some programs to form word -to-

image affiliations. Of course, you'll be able do that on the board. But utilizing an internet program permits understudies to  share 

their comes about with their peers. 

All in all, at the lessons it is necessary to memorize, speak, write, read, listen and analyze the informat ion a lot that is why 

the teacher should pay special attention to health saving technologies . Using ways of health saving technologies (physical minutes, 

movable games, d ifferent usage of healthy liv ing rules and etc.) gives the opportunity to form stable needs and value orienta tion of 

the students to save and strengthen the health. 
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